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asexual forms, each invading a cell in the intestine. The
asexual phase is repeated several times during a 21- to
28-day cycle. Eventually the asexual form becomes a
precursor of a sex cell that results in an oocyst that is
passed in the feces.
Thus, coccidia harm the host by destroying the cells
and tissues in the lower intestines, cecum, and the colon.
The loss of intestinal lining may lead to blood and fluid
loss and may alter food absorption. Bacterial invasion
of the intestine may follow.

Coccidiosis is caused by a parasite that lives inside
the cells of the infected animal’s intestinal tract. Some
coccidia live in the intestine but do not cause disease.
Some are highly pathogenic. A high rate of infections
not seen (subclinical) may occur in cattle. The disease
may appear as clinical cases with diarrhea and anemia
due to the loss of red blood cells, or in the chronic form
that causes a decrease in growth rates and an increase in
the amount of feed required to put on a pound of gain.
The disease affects cattle in most countries, from the
tropics to temperate zones. Coccidia cause a greater
economic loss among domestic animals in temperate
climates than any other protozoa.
In addition to subclinical infections, resulting in large
economic losses, 2 to 3 million cattle in the U.S. are
treated annually for clinical coccidiosis. It is reported
that up to one in five of these animals dies.

Clinical Signs

Clinically apparent coccidiosis in cattle is deceptive.
Signs are often not demonstrated until 3 to 8 weeks after
initial infection, if at all. Observation of one clinical case
in a pen indicates oocyst cycling in other animals in the
pen or feedlot and also means that most of the damage
to the intestinal tract has already occurred.
If the infection is slight, the most characteristic sign is
foul smelling, dark, and watery feces. Usually no blood
is seen in these less severe infections. The animal may
have a mild fever, but in most cases its temperature is
normal or possibly below normal.
Severely affected animals may develop a diarrhea
that is thin and bloody. Some cattle will pass formed
feces that contain streaks or clots of blood and shreds
of mucus. The diarrhea usually lasts 3 to 4 days but
may continue for a week or more. The area around the
anus and tail is often stained with blood and straining
is common. The animals lose their appetites, become
depressed and dehydrated, and lose weight.
Cattle can also suffer a central nervous disorder from
coccidiosis. Affected animals show muscular tremors,
convulsions, and bending of the neck and head. Infected
calves may die within 24 hours after the onset of dysentery and nervous signs, or they may live for several days,
usually unable to rise. Even with intensive treatment,
the death rate in these calves is high.

Cause of Coccidiosis

The two important species of the protozoa that cause
disease in cattle are Eimeria and Isospora. They are
commonly found in the intestinal cells, though they also
attack the liver and other organs. The organism passes
in the feces as a free living form. With favorable temperature and humidity, this form, known as the oocyst,
develops to an infective form.
Until digested by the host animal, the infective form
is protected from adverse environmental conditions by
a double cyst wall. Development into an infective form
can occur in 5 to 10 days if a moist, cool temperature
exists. Coccidia oocysts have survived up to 2 years
under favorable environmental conditions.

Development of Disease

Cattle ingest the infective oocyst that then liberates
an infective form called a sporozoite. This form penetrates the cells of the intestine. They then go through
a cycle of rapid growth and reproduction known as the
asexual phase. One infective oocyst produces up to 900
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